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ABOUT THE CLIENT 

Our client is a leader in the fintech space and is seeking to deliver technology and services that will add 
stability to the cryptocurrency ecosystem. The company is utilizing their skills in the blockchain and 
merging it with technologies from the traditional financial system to revolutionize trading platforms and 
the exchange of assets.



THE SITUATION

Our client was looking for new opportunities to grow their business and their solutions to provide 
trading services for cryptocurrency assets in the B2C market segment. At the time, many of the big-
name cryptocurrency trading providers were already working on their own technologies and our client 
needed to act fast in order to capture early market share. The client determined that the solution had to 
be launched with a time period of max. 1-2 months.



In the B2C segment, the client sought a competitive advantage by creating an advanced trading 
terminal that tapped into traders’ needs and solved problems with other platforms on the market. The 
client needed some assistance in understanding the current marketplace and the issues that traders were 
facing with cryptocurrency trading platforms and digital assets exchange. The key challenge was to 
deliver a platform that could offer simplified trading in a fragmented world of cryptocurrency assets on 
different blockchains.



Our team has been early entrants to the cryptocurrency space. We delivered the project on time within 
the short <1 month launch plan and we did so within the client’s budget. Working closely with the client, 
we were able to adapt to changing requirements and upgrades, while we also provided after-sales 
support with the delivery of demos and technical support for business partners and investors.



SOLUTION

The successful delivery of this project involved a lot of early planning to ensure that the client would be 
able to deliver a strong offering into the correct retail and institutional cryptocurrency markets. This also 
required analysis of the potential investment available and the regulatory or business hurdles that could 
emerge.



Our experience within the FX and equities space allowed us to understand the needs of traders and to 
leverage the core technologies that were present in the traditional financial space. We built on that 
strong foundation to add the requirements of blockchain and digital asset exchange.



After we delivered our initial research to the client, we agreed on the business plan. We tapped into 
elements of our successful multi-asset trading platform to deliver web and mobile trading terminals that 
provided speed, and deep liquidity, with the stability expected by institutional brokers.



In creating that successful liquidity offering, the B2C offering combines the order books of multiple 
cryptocurrency exchanges and brings them onto one platform. The consolidated liquidity is then 
delivered in a single trading ladder to increase speed and efficiency for professional traders.



Other tools available on the platform included smart order routing, hidden orders, arbitrage algorithms, 
and a host of analytical tools.



Features of the Techstack Broker AI white label:

• An order-entry widget, professional charting, technical indicators, etc.

• Multi collateral accounts

• A widget for the cross-exchange limit order book

• A consolidated multi-exchange trading dashboard with account and portfolio details on the same 
page

• MP Shield — an AI technology protection against price manipulations



The goal of the B2B system was to provide institutional brokers with an enterprise-grade trading 
platform that connected smaller market participants to larger liquidity pools for the purpose of margin 
trading. The deep liquidity requirement was very important in volatile trading assets in order to stop 
spikes in thin markets which could trigger stop and limit orders.



Our solution was a professional decentralized margin trading platform available with web and mobile 
terminal solutions. The terminals delivered market standard requirements such as OMS, cryptocurrency 
exchange bridges (to Bitfinex, HitBTC, and Binance), risk management tools, etc.



RESULTS

By delivering our solution within the tight deadline, we also provided an opportunity for the client to 
stress test their system early. That allowed us to provide follow-on consulting and make any small tweaks 
before a larger rollout. The client now has a fully operational institutional grade offering for B2C 
segment that arrived in time to attract early market share.



• A professional B2C crypto-trading terminal that outperformed traditional cryptocurrency offerings 
due to our previous trading solutions experience

• The quick delivery of our solutions allowed the company to begin their sales process while other 
competitors were still working on their technology



The customer reported the following results after one year of cooperation:

• 500k+ customers

• 9+ billion USD monthly turnover



Techstack BrokerAI

Describe your business challenge and we will 
suggest a solution!

Speak to our Account Managers!

office@techstack-studio.com
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